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ageless smokeless affectionless 
careless speechless relentless 
endless thankless remorseless 
fearless tuneless boundless 
helpless powerless regardless  
homeless tactless expressionless 

hopeless tasteless flavourless 
useless seedless fruitless 
painless flawless doubtless 
aimless pointless shameless 
darkness childishness abrasiveness 
fairness foolishness trustworthiness 
kindness suddenness absentmindedness 
lateness wickedness ghostliness 

gladness willingness ghastliness 
illness absurdness genuineness 
alertness abruptness gloriousness 
silliness selfishness selectiveness 
baker brighter reconsider 
faster driver hairdresser 
farmer fighter speedometer 
neater lighter squander 

reader prouder consumer 
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slower teacher moisturiser 
starter another tranquilliser 
stronger composer publisher 
tighter contender  

weaker presenter  
worker whisper  
banter  prisoner  
larger whatever  
angles addresses abides 
bubbles diseases abilities 
churches avenges absolutes 
nurses surprises abundances 

horses announces absurdities  
houses annoyances anticipates 
asides articles anxieties 
averages automobiles attributes 
burning discovering abandoning 
counting disturbing accompanying 
drawing frightening highlighting 
gleaming murmuring hoarding 

hurting renewing shimmering 
parking throwing identifying 
returning grasping implementing 
starting scattering approaching 
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streaming adjusting shuddering 
watering affecting interrupting 
working attempting auditioning 
dressing beaming bargaining 

emptying mimicking extinguishing 
battled disobeyed recommended 
crowded displeased accomplished 
disused disturbed flourished 
drowned frightened applauded 
flawed assorted garnished 
marked surprised bickered 
powered murdered implemented 

sorted grumbled interrupted 
turned attempted campaigned 
attacked entertained choreographed 
  endeavoured 
scrap shriek shredder 
scrape shackle shrivel 
shrimp shadow shrewd 
shrink shamefaced sheriff 

shrug sharpener showstopper 
shred spotty stabilisers 
splash spare speedometer 
splice sparkle spacious 
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spring sprain spaghetti 
straight statement sporadic 
stream stormy specialist 
string straighten specification 

strip splinter splendidly 
stripe sprinter splattered  
stroke spruce sprinkling 
split sprawl springboard 
splash sprang  
spring sprint  
sprung spray  
three thriller threadbare 

throw threw thrice 
throat thrown threaten 
throttle threat through 
thrush thrive throne 
thrash thread  
rough enough thorough 

tough dough breakthrough 

cough although roughcasting  

plough through thoroughbred  

trough brought thoughtfulness 

clough thought  thoughtlessly 

aught fraught distraughtly 
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caught distraught draughty 

naughty daughter laughable 

taught slaughter naughtiest 

 onslaught  

story history territory 

theory theory laboratory 

ivory memory statutory 

glory victory satisfactory 

gory directory compulsory 

 advisory conservatory 

 lavatory mandatory 

 sensory unsatisfactory 

 trajectory discriminatory  

very slavery antislavery  

every robbery jewellery 

fiery sorcery cemetery 

query surgery scenery 

cheery gallery imagery 

fishery  mockery monastery  

lottery nursery delivery 

grocery discovery embroidery 

dance balance performance 

chance finance importance 
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distance insurance disappearance 

glance romance nonchalance 

stance abundance perseverance 

trance relevance appearance 

insurance performance circumstance 

advance importance significance 

entrance alliance ambulance 

hence experience negligence 

defence evidence difference 

science influence consequence 

pence reference sequence 

fence presence intelligence 

defence sentence preference  

silence confidence correspondence 

dependence competence prominence 

 emergence obedience 

plant assistant want 

grant pleasant meant 

tenant peasant significant 

servant brilliant restaurant 

constant pleasant defendant 

giant consultant participant 

infant merchant pregnant 
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distant elegant irrelevant 

 

 

 


